Abbey, Charles John.  
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The Martial Achievements of the Scots nation.  
Edinburgh, R. Freebairn. 1711-1715  
2v.

Adams, William Davenport.  
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London, E. Stock. 1888

Adams, William Davenport.  
Rambles In Book-Land.  
London, E. Stock. 1889
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The drummer: or, The haunted house.  
London, J. Bell. 1792  
A comedy; Adapted for theatrical representation.

Alexis; or, The young Adventurer, a novel.  
London, printed for T. Cooper. 1746

Ames, Joseph.  
A catalogue of English heads; or, An account of about two thousand prints.  
London, Printed by W. Faden for the editor. 1748

Ames, Joseph.  
Typographical Antiquities; being an historical account of printing in England: with some memoirs of our ancient printers and a register of the books printed by them from the year MCCCCLXXI to the year MDC.  
London, printed by W. Faden. 1749  
With an appendix concerning printing in Scotland and Ireland to the same time.

Amhurst, Nicholas.  
Poems on several occasions.  
London, R. Franklin. 1724  
The 3d ed., in which is inserted The test of love.

Amhurst, Nicholas.  
London, R. Franklin. 1726  
Vol. 1, 2, ed; 2v.

(Amory, Thomas).  
A dialogue on devotion.  
[London]. [1745 ?]  
To which is prefixed, A conversation of Socrates on the being and providence of God; translated from the Greek.

Amory, Thomas.  
The Life of John Buncle, esq.  
London, printed for J. Johnson and B. Davenport. 1766  
2v.

Amory, Thomas.  
Memories of Several Ladies of Great Britain.  
London, printed for John Noon. 1755  
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An account of the present state of the Hebrides and western coasts of Scotland.  

Anderson, James.  
Essays Relating to Agriculture and Rural Affairs, in two parts.  
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Anderson, James.  
The Interest of Great Britain with Regard to Her American Colonies, Considered.  
London, T. Cadell. 1782

Anderson, James.  
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The Life of Samuel Johnson, LL.D.  
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Andre, John.  
The cow chase: an heroic poem, in three cantos.  
London, J. Fielding. 1781  
Written at New York, 1780, by the late Major Andrew with explanatory notes, by the editor.

(Annet, Peter).  
Critical examination of the life of St. Paul.  
London, R. Carlile. 1823  
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Annet, Peter.  
Judging for ourselves; or Freethinking the great duty of religion.  
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Annet, Peter.  
Lectures.  
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An appendix to John Bull still in his senses; or, Law is a bottomless-pit. 
London, Printed for John Morphew. 1712
Printed from a manuscript found in the cabinet of the famous Sir Humphry Polesworth [pseud.]; And publish'd, (as well as the three former parts) by the author of the New Atalantis.
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John Bull in his senses. 
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Law is a bottomless-pit. 
London, Printed for John Morphew. 1712
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Arbuthnot, John. 
Lewis Baboon turned honest, and John Bull, politician. 
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The miscellaneous works of the late Dr. Arbuthnot. 
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Sketches, by Launcelot Temple, Esq. 
London, A. Millar. 1758
Taste, an epistle to a young critic.
London, printed for R. Griffiths. 1753
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**Aubrey, John.**
- The natural history and antiquities of the county of Surrey.
  London, Printed for E. Curll. 1718-1719
  Begun in the year 1673, by John Aubrey...and continued to the present time; Illustrated with proper sculptures; 5v.
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- The Lives of the poets-laureate.
  London, R. Bentley. 1853
  With an introductory essay on the title and office. By Wiltshire Stanton Austin Jr. and John Ralph.

**Ayliffe, John.**
- The Case of Dr. Ayliffe, at Oxford.
  London, printed for J. Baker. 1716

**Ayliffe, John.**
- The--antient and present state of the university of Oxford.
  London, printed for E. Curll. 1714
  2v.

**B., T.**
- A criticism on the new Sophohisba, a tragedy.
  London, printed for F. Cogan. 1730
  As it is acted at the Theatre-Royal in Drury-Lane.

**Bage, Robert.**
  London, printed for G. Wilkie. 1784
  2v.

**[Bage, Robert].**
- The fair Syrian; a novel.
  Dublin, Printed for Messrs. Gilbert Byrne [etc.]. 1787
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**Bage, Robert.**
- Hermespring; or, Man As He Is Not.
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**Bage, Robert.**
- James Wallace, a novel.
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  3v.

**Bage, Robert.**
- Man As He Is. A novel.
  London, printed for W. Lane, at the Minerva Press. 1792
  4v.

**Bage, Robert.**
- Mount Henneth, a novel.
  London, printed for T. Lowndes, No. 77, Fleet Street. 1782
  2v.

**Baker, David Erskine.**
- Biographia Dramatica; or, A Companion to the Playhouse.
  London, Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Browne. 1812
  Originally compiled, to the year 1764, by David Erskine Baker. Continued thence to 1782, by Isaac Reed, and brought down to the end of November, 1811, with very considerable additions and improvements throughout, by Stephen Jones; 2v. in 4.

**Baker, Henry.**
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  London, printed for the author. 1725

**[Baker, Thomas].**
- An act at Oxford.
  London, Printed for Bernard Lintott. 1704
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**Baker, Thomas.**
- Turnbridge-Walks; or, The yeoman of Kent; a comedy.
  London, Printed for Bernard Lintott, at the Middle Temple-Gate, Fleetstreet. 1703
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**Bale, John, bp. of Ossory.**
- Scriptorvm illustriu Maioris Brytannie, quam nunc Angliam & Scotiam uocant: Catalogus.
  Oporinum. 1557-1559
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**Balguy, John.**
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  London, printed for J. Pemerton. 1834

**Balguy, John.**
- An Essay on Redemption.
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Remarks upon a late Discourse of free-thinking.
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Remarks upon a late Discourse of free-thinking.
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Blackwell, Thomas.
   An enquiry into the life and writings of Homer.
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   The 2d ed.
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   about the reasonableness of revealed religion;
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   Andrew Anderson. 1710

Blackwell, Thomas.
   Schema Sacrum; or, A sacred scheme of natural
   and revealed religion.
   Edinburgh, printed by the heirs and successors of
   Andrew Anderson. 1710
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Blair, Robert.
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Boaden, James.
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   3d ed.

Boaden, James.
   The life of Mrs. Jordan; including original private
   correspondience and numerous anecdotes of her
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Boaden, James.
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   A narrative written by himself...; 2v. in 1.

Boaden, James.
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Boaden, James.
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Boaden, James.
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   London, Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, Brown and
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   2v.

Boaden, James.
   On the sonnets of Shakespeare, identifying the
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Boaden, James.
   A rainy day; or, Poetical impressions during a stay
   at Brighthelmstone, in the month of July 1801.
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Boaden, James.
   The secret tribunal.
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   Londin, typis J. Redmayne. 1721
   Edidit V.B. coll. Trin socius.
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Boyd, Andrew Kennedy Hutchison.
   The Recreations of a Country Parson.
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Second series.

**Boyd, Andrew Kennedy Hutchison.**

**Boyer, Abel.**
The History of King William the Third. London, printed for A. Roper. 1702-1703 In III parts; 3v.

**Boyer, Abel.**
The history of Queen Anne. London, T. Woodward [etc.]. 1735 Wherein all the civil and military transactions of that memorable reign are...impartially related. The whole intermixed with several authentic and remarkable papers; together with all the important debates in Parliament.: Illustrated with a regular series of all the medals that were struck to commemorate the great events of his reign; with a variety of other...plates.

[Boyer, Abel].
Memoirs of the life and negotiations of Sir W. Temple, bar., containing the most important occurrences...from the year 1665 to the year 1681. London, Printed for W. Taylor. 1714
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Letters of wit, politicks and morality. London, Printed for J. Hartley [etc.]. 1701 Written originally in Italian, by the famous Cardinal Bentivoglio; in Spanish by Signior Don Guevara; in Latin by St. Jerome [and others]...in French by Father Rapin, &c. Also select letters of gallantry.

(Boyse, Samuel).
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An Impartial History of the Late Rebellion in 1745. Reading, D. Henry. 1648 (i.e. 1748)

(Boyse, Samuel).
Translations and poems written on several subjects. London, Printed for the author and sold by J. Gray. 1734
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**Bramston, James.**
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**Brett, Thomas.**
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**Brett, Thomas.**
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**Brimley, George.**

**Bristow, W.**
The genuine account of the Trial of Eugene Aram, for the murder of Daniel Clark. York, C. Etherington. 1759

**British Theatre.**
See (Chetwood).

**British Theatre.**
See [Chetwood].

**Brooke, Henry.**
The Earl of Essex. London, T. Davies. 1761 A tragedy. As it is now acting at the Theatre-Royal in Drury-Lane.

**Brooke, Henry.**

**Brooke, Henry.**
Gustavus Vasa, the deliverer of his country. London, R. Dodsley. 1739 As it was to have been acted at the Theatre-Royal in Drury-lane.

**Brooke, Henry.**

**Brooke, Henry.**
The interests of Ireland, considered, stated. Dublin, G. Faulkner. 1759
Brooke, Henry.
Juliet Grenville.
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2v.
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5v.
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Of the immortality of the soul.
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Browne, Isaac Hawkins.
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Bruce, Michael.
Lochleven, and other poems.
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Bruce, Michael.
Poems on Several Occasions.
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2d ed.
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